ACP 131(Q)
SECTION K
ENCODE
EXERCISE AND MISCELLANEOUS
KEY

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

SIGNAL

AFFIRMATIVE

Affirmative (Yes).

ZUE

AIR RAID

Air Raid...(l. Warning;

ZUF

2. In progress; 3. All
clear).

I have for you...(l. A

AIR SUPPORT

ZXP

request for direct air
support; 2. A reply to a
support request; prece
dence is•• • ).

AT...

At...

ZUB

ATTENTION

Your attention is
invited to...

ZUI

COMPLY,

Unable to comply.

ZUH

You are correct.

ZWG

Correct version of the

ZWN

UNABLE

CORRECT

part of the last message

(or message.••) which was
sent incorrectly is...

(or will be found in...).

CONFERENCE

•••(Appointment Code)

...(Appointment Code) is

desires key conversa

now ready to begin key

tion on this circuit

conversation with...

with.••(Appointment
Code). Will you indi

(Appointment Code).

cate when

ZUK

you are

ready?
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ACP 131(B)
ENCODE

KEY

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

Stations are to answer...

DUTIES

SIGNAL
ZWJ

taking the following duties
...A; .•»Bf ..*c...etc.

Indicate name of...

EXERCISE

ZWB

(1. Operator on watch;
2. Senior rating on watch;
3. Operator who transmitted

last message (or message
...)). Note: This signal
is

authorized for use on

connection with operator
training only; it may not
be used for any other
purpose.

The following is to be
taken as applying to per
sonnel on watch only.

ZWC

Carry out communication

ZWD

...(visual exercise
number•..at...senior

officer (or...) is to
conduct.

Voluntary exercise (num
ber...) may be carried

ZWE

out now (or at...).
Answer last question

ZWI

(or question...).
Following is answer to

ZWK

the last question (or
question...).
Correct answer to last

ZWM

question (or question.••)
is...(or will be found
in...).

Following message (or
question, or exercise is

zwo

for the exercise of...

(1. Junior operators;
2. Senior operators:
3. Ratings on watch).
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ACP 131(B)
ENCODE

KEY

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

EXERCISE

A junior operator is to

(Cont'd)

carry out...(l. A standard

SIGNAL
ZWP

flashing exericse; 2. A
standard semaphore exer
cise; 3. A standard radio
telegraphy transmitting
exercise; 4. A standard
radiotelegraphy receiving'
exercise).

FROM

From...to...

ZUC

INCORRECT

Incorrect.

ZWF

NEGATIVE

Negative (No).

ZUG

ORDERS

Until further orders

ZUD

(or until.••).

I have for you...(l. A

RECONNAISSANCE

ZXQ

request for tactical
reconnaissance; 2. A re
quest for photographic
reconnaissance; 3. A
request for artillery
reconnaissance.

Prece

dence is...).

Standby.

STANDBY
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ACP 131(B)
ENCORE

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

KEY

QUESTION

TIMING

Request a timing

Timing signal will be trans

signal now (or-

mitted now (or at...). The

at...)•

numerals indicating the time
will be followed by a fivesecond dash terminating ex
actly at the time indicated.

ZUA

Try again.

ZWH

Use...

ZTD

Are you (or is...)

I am (or...is) able to

ZTE

able to use...?

use...

TRY AGAIN

USE

SIGNAL

Shall I use...?

Cease using.••

ZTJ

I am (or...is) unable to

ZTM

use...
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